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What we will be doing this half term:

English Maths RE

Texts: This is the Bear, Where’s 
My Teddy? Stick Man

Focus: Learning to use finger
spaces, capital letters and full 
stops. 

Place Value (within 10)
Addition & Subtraction (within 
10)

Domestic Church – family topic 
- Families - Why do we have a 
family and who is my family?
Belonging through Baptism 
topic - Belonging - What does it 
mean to belong?

Science Topic PE 

Plants and animals where we live Our Local Area Fundamentals

English
Using texts with familiar words, surroundings and objects, we will build sentences and 
begin to write our own stories and recounts this half term.
Our focus in SPAG will be writing on the line and using capital letters for names, places 
and days of the week, as well as remembering to use finger spaces and to end a 
sentence with a full stop.
Maths
This half term we will be learning the order and place value of numbers within ten and 
learning how to represent these numbers in a variety of different ways, using objects, 
tens frames and digits.  We will then move onto addition and subtraction of numbers 
within ten.

What to bring to school 
• 2 water bottles
• Healthy snack - no chocolate bars, sweets or products containing nuts
• Outdoor shoes (weather dependent)
• Milk – order via Cool Milk
PE Day 
Your child should wear their PE kit on a Wednesday. 
Homework
Homework will be sent out on a Friday and should be returned by the following 
Wednesday or Thursday.

Staff working in Y1
• Mrs. Lund Class Teacher - Mon, Thu & Fri
• Mrs. Wilkins-Campbell Class Teacher – Tue & Wed
• Mrs. Slaney/Mrs. Mollatt TAs – part of the daily morning sessions
• Mr. Stanton – Music lessons



English Vocab 

Maths Vocab 

RE key words 

Science key words 

Topic key words 
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capital letter full stop punctuation sentence

Vocabulary I question mark exclamation 
mark

Diary fiction non-fiction story

numbers place value tens ones

total more less add

subtract equal sort represent

family God church Jesus

Mary love father pray

plants and 
animals

trees and 
flowers

habitat local 
environment

roots seeds stem petals

local area buildings explore

frequent/often
/rare

school station supermarket
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Keeping in touch 

As parents, you are the first educators of your child and at this school we 
recognise that the partnership between home and school is fundamental to a 
child’s success.  School staff are always happy to speak to parents during the 
week, before or after school, so please contact the below email address or 
the office for an appointment. 

Please email the class email address if you need to pass on any information or 
have any concerns:  Year1@st-patricksrc.notts.sch.uk

We will continue to use Parentmail and, where necessary, MS Teams.

We will also keep you informed when we have additional adults working in a 
class or when there are changes to the staff members. 
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